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The devil had two eyes and laughed. 

 

Ye Chen, is this the limit? Can't you spell it? Start talking, delay time to recover? 

 

Hehe, he can attack Ye Chen now, but there is no need. 

 

Anyway, the end is the same, isn't it? 

 

Mo Wutian sneered: "you're wrong. You're human. All human beings in the kingdom of God are cheap 

species. Even if you have good martial arts talent, how about you? Heaven won't give you a chance to 

rise, you know? " 

 

Ye Chen smelled the speech, but he said with a smile: "is it? That foreign demon clan was defeated or 

defeated by human beings, almost the entire race, were trampled on by us, what is it? Isn't it worse 

than waste? Your son is the king of waste? Well, I think the name of Wang Fei is quite suitable for him 

 

Silence! 

 

Ye Chen in this completely suppressed by the devil Wutian, actually is direct ridicule, or completely open 

the wound of the devil Wutian, touch its scale of ridicule ah!!! 

 

The whole area of Fumo mountain was cooling down crazily, and it became cold. In an instant, the sky 

with dark clouds was full of wind and thunder, and the snow was flying all over the sky! 

 

All this is because the killing of the devil is aimed at raging! 

 



The extremely cold killing intention, just like the towering glacier general, surging wildly! 

 

In contrast to this cold killing intention, it is the anger in the blood eyes that almost burns up the spirits! 

 

"Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, 

ah, ah, ah 

 

The devil has no day crazy, the whole body essence blood, the spirit, everything started to burn! 

 

Die! Die and die!!! 

 

At the moment, he has only one idea, crush Ye Chen, let it disappear completely from the world, what 

torture, what ridicule, the devil has no day at this moment, he as long as ye Chen die! 

 

In the face of the madness of the devil, ye Chen spits out a mouthful of blood, extremely weak, but he is 

smiling. 

 

He said faintly: "xuanxianzi, let's go!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen raised his hand and hurled the evil sword in his hand! 

 

The evil sword turned into a shadow in an instant. With the power of piercing the void, it shot at the 

demon possessed head! 

 

A flash of blood flashed in the demon's eyes. When the evil sword was about to hit him, he turned his 

head effortlessly! 

 

He said with a cruel smile: "little punk, infuriate me, just for this blow? Ha ha, base kind is base kind, 

stupid beyond description, do you think this kind of attack is possible to meet the original one? Even if it 

happens, is it useful? I will make you regret every word you just said 

 



But ye Chen is indifferent way: "have not met?" 

 

Mo Wu Tian hears the speech, frowns slightly, the next moment, the look suddenly changes! 

 

An inexplicable and frightening breath emerges from behind! 

 

A breath that even the devil feels terrible! 

 

He suddenly turned his head, and saw a woman's virtual shadow full of blood was floating behind him, 

and in front of her was the evil sword! 

 

At the moment, xuanhanyu absorbed the strength of the anti blood evil array, and seemed to have a 

strong blood evil spirit all over her body, and turned into a red color! 

 

She looked at the devil without any expression. She pointed to a little and said faintly, "the way to eat 

the soul, open it!" 

 

"Ye Chen, you are also ready. I will transfer part of my strength to you. The time is very short! You have 

to finish as soon as possible! " 

 

"We only have one chance!" 

 

At the next moment, the gray light flashed on the evil sword, and a terrible soul devouring force poured 

out like a flood! 

 

Under the drive of Xuan Hanyu, who absorbed the power of blood evil spirit, the evil sword which 

recovered part of its strength actually broke out a terrible soul power! 

 

In the face of this torrent of soul eating power, the devil is completely flustered! 

 

Even if his spirit, no matter how tough, can not resist such a strong soul attack! 



 

Not to mention, it was infuriated by Ye Chen, desperate to hand, now the spirit is in a very unstable 

state! 

 

As soon as he bit his teeth, he had to give up the attack on Ye Chen and roared: "seven demons prison 

soul array, Ning!" 

 

The power of its spirit turned into several bloody threads, which were madly interwoven in the sea of 

knowledge. At the same time, in a flash, it was a defense array! 

 

At the moment of the completion of the array, the spirits of the seven demons appeared at the same 

time in the sea of knowledge, guarding the seven directions of the spirit array! 

 

With a roar, on top of the seven demons' spirits, a strong power of spirits broke out, and a strong blood 

light rose from the boundless sea of knowledge, blocking the rolling gray light! 

 

Xuanhan Jade's eyebrows frown. This demon family is really unique in the array, and has created this 

kind of spirit defense array? 

 

Soon, however, her brows began to stretch. 

 

The two spirits of gray and red collide in an instant. On the face of the devil, the color of extreme pain 

suddenly appears. In the seven orifices, blood gushes wildly! 

 

But!In his eyes, however, there was a flash of ecstasy! 

 

Blocked! 

 

This Terran trash's strongest card, blocked by itself! 

 

Although, in order to fight against this soul eating power, he needs to concentrate all his strength on the 

soul array of the seven demons prison and can't be distracted from attacking Ye Chen, but 



 

Demon Wu Tian's face was ferocious, and his eyes glanced at the whole body's bloody array! 

 

The anti blood evil formation is almost finished! 

 

As long as, hold on for a moment, is the victory of his magic! 

 

He wants to take countless human beings to be buried with him. Even if he doesn't die, he will spend his 

whole life in endless pain? 

 

Can, at this time, a man's voice that makes his hair stand on end, but suddenly, ring in the back of the 

devil Wu Tian. 

 

"Do you think you're going to win?" 

 

However, he soon relaxed and turned his head slightly. Looking at Ye Chen behind him, he sneered and 

said, "boy, do you think I can defeat me if I can't move? Ha ha, your attack power is very strong, but, 

after several breaths, you can complete it completely? Do you think I can kill myself? Is it wrong that Ben 

won? " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes faint way: "well, you are wrong, moreover, is very wrong!" 

 

At the next moment, a very strong breath of samsara emerges from ye Chen's fingertips! 

 

A smile appeared on xuanhanyu's pretty face. 

 

This is Ye Chen's strongest attack means! 

 

It's just that the magic power takes too long. If it's not under special conditions, there's no chance to hit 

such a strong person as the devil Wutian! 

 



But now, isn't it the best time? 

 

You know, not all people like Ye Chen have nearly indestructible Constitution! 

 

Feel that very strong reincarnation breath, the devil is also full of joy on the face, proud, sneer, instant, 

solidified! 

 

A pair of blood eyes, also began to shake madly! 

 

How could this happen!? 

Chapter 3522 

 

 

 

This boy, how can he master such terrible magic power!? 

 

This is reincarnation! 

 

Ye Chen is just a 20-year-old Terran youth. It's strange enough to be able to do everything that has been 

shown before, but there is still a card? 

 

Even if the devil has no heaven, there is a trace of fear in his heart 

 

What is the origin of this boy? 

 

In the black whirlpool, what is the most frightening thing for the devil? 

 

Unknown 

 



I don't know what I will encounter in the next moment! 

 

Now, the Terran youth seems to incarnate in a black whirlpool! 

 

"No way!" The devil Wutian roared, "this is an illusion, boy. You dare to fool me. All this is not true. You 

will die. You will perish with the whole kingdom of gods and the land of Lingwu. All your relatives and 

friends will die!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the devil Wutian and said faintly, "is it? If so, you can untie the defense of the spirit 

and fight with me. Dare you? " 

 

The devil Wu Tian hears the speech, the cold sweat, the moment all over the body! 

 

Unlock the spirit defense? 

 

He looked at the surging gray awn, and his mind was turbulent. If all this was true, his soul would 

disappear in an instant, right? 

 

The devil is not afraid of death. What he is afraid of is that his revenge fails! 

 

He even abandoned the last fire of the demon clan for revenge. If he failed, there would be nothing left 

 

Ye Chen coldly smiles: "dare not, that goes to die!" 

 

The black light on the fingertip, flash in an instant, towards the enchanted Wu Tian's eyebrow heart, 

shooting away! 

 

"No! Don't come here 

 

The devil Wutian screamed, but there was no way. He could only look at the black light emitting the 

breath of death in despair and keep approaching! 



 

He's in a desperate situation and has no resistance! 

 

The black hole hit the eyebrows of the devil, and instantly pierced it. A scream was heard in the mouth 

of the devil. The whole brain was melted by the terrible power! 

 

When the brain melts, the spirit of the devil is inevitably affected. The soul array of the seven demons is 

shaking and tends to collapse. The blood in the seven orifices is surging like a fountain! 

 

However, the devil Wutian, worthy of being in the black whirlpool, endured endless devastation. The 

tenacity of his body and spirit even exceeded Ye Chen's expectation! 

 

Eat this move, the devil has no day, unexpectedly did not die? 

 

Not only did not die, but also could maintain the defense of the spirit! 

 

But 

 

That's it 

 

Ye Chen looked at that extremely miserable, has completely lost his reason, only left the second half of 

the face of the devil Wutian, the power in his hand flashed again. 

 

The devil Wutian laughed wildly and called out: "son, I saw you, you are not dead? I knew that you didn't 

die. We demons successfully occupied the kingdom of God? Good, good! Now, the good day of our 

demon clan is coming. As a father, you will know what you can do 

 

Reincarnation and extinction. 

 

Another ray of light, towards the demon Wutian, shot away. 

 



Looking at this generation of demon strongmen, at the moment crazy appearance, ye Chen's heart, 

inexplicably floating up a touch of light sadness. 

 

A sigh, with the wind and scattered. 

 

This time, it was completely swallowed up by the light and turned into dust 

 

All over the kingdom of God and Lingwu, the anti blood Sha array was also broken at the moment when 

the devil died. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the demon Wutian in silence. He doesn't know what he is thinking. 

 

Xuanhanyu asked, "Ye Chen, don't you devour this soul? The power of the demon's spirit is not weak at 

all. " 

 

A moment later, ye Chen shook his head and said, "put it to death. Maybe, in another world, he can see 

his own people." 

 

The evil sword seemed to understand the master's command. Under the flash of blood, the ghost of the 

devil was transformed into a little light and dust, which was scattered between heaven and earth. 

 

At this moment, many powerful people in the Fumo hall cheered! 

 

The biggest threat, the devil emperor, has fallen! 

 

The Holocaust is over! 

 

Kingdom of God, win! 

 

Lingwu mainland, win! 



 

The disciples of the Fumo hall were full of tears. They looked at the man who was emitting the breath of 

heaven in the sky. There was only self-confidence and pride in their eyes! They are proud of themselves! 

 

Suddenly, I don't know who called the hall master! 

 

At the next moment, all the people looked at the man who was superior to the heaven and earth, and 

cried out loudly: 

 

"temple master!" 

 

"Master of the temple!" 

 

"Master of the temple!" 

 

The sound surges like a sea wave! 

 

The sound of the mountains and rivers! 

 

To the temple of the dead, which has been reduced to ruins. 

 

It is also spread to the heavenly way palace!But at the moment Ye Chen is completely unable to hear the 

voice of the crowd. 

 

He, too tired. 

 

His body suddenly fell from the sky! 

 

The faces of the people in the Fumo hall changed. They just wanted to start to protect the hall master! 

 



Suddenly, a beautiful image twinkles! 

 

A spotless woman appeared in everyone's eyes. 

 

Women have a very strong sense of breakthrough! 

 

Silky green silk in the air slightly flying, part of the light in the snow-white shoulder. 

 

Under the gauze sleeve as thin as cicada's wings, a delicate and plain hand is exposed, with smooth and 

beautiful skin like catkin and ice and snow skin. 

 

Her hand held Ye Chen, who was seriously injured and unconscious. 

 

She laughed. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are a fool." 

 

"In the last life, you were so desperate that I had to support you back to the temple again and again." 

 

"In this life, your character is still the same." 

 

"You haven't changed, and I haven't changed." 

 

"I am Ji Siqing, the gifted girl in Kunlun Xu, and Shen Yan, the female martial god song guarding you." 

 

Ji Siqing fell to the ground slowly, and her whole body seemed to be surrounded by a rosefinch. 

 

The mark on the center of eyebrows is more and more charming. 

 



And her cultivation, unexpectedly promoted to the level of unimaginable! 

 

Six layers of heaven in the Holy Land! 

 

It's obvious that she's regained more power in her previous life! 

 

During this period, she has been practicing in seclusion, but asked everything! 

 

And just in the beginning, the magic emperor and ye Chen's amazing battle, let her understand! Get out 

of the customs ahead of time! 

 

She looked at the pale face of Ye Chen, so toward the demon hall. 

 

"Fool." 

 

But every step she took made her face a little more melancholy. 

 

Because, although the demon emperor is destroyed. 

 

However, the battle between namo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie has not yet begun. 

 

Not a few days. 

 

Ye Chen is injured, do you really want to intervene in the battle between these two people? 

 

She didn't want Ye Chen to interfere. 

 

But she also knew that ye Chen could not give up. 

 



…… 

 

Two days later. 

 

Standing in the hall of the supreme majestic statue of the Lord of the heart demon, Mo Xueming 

suddenly opens his eyes. 

 

"Boom 

 

The fury of Shura instantly swept the four sides, and set off waves in the hall. The statue of the Lord of 

the heart demon bloomed at this moment, and the endless majesty suppressed the violent breath of Mo 

Xueming. 

 

Mo Xueming slowly calmed down, calmed down the fury of Shura in his body, stood up, and wiped the 

supreme sword like destroying the heaven and earth in his eyes, intended to slowly gather away. 

Chapter 3523 

 

 

 

"It's almost there." 

 

A voice rings at this moment, and the figure of the Lord of the heart demon appears in the hall. 

 

It is still the same transcendence and the same supreme majesty. The master of the heart demon is 

moving around and his source Qi is floating. It seems that there is a terrible power that destroys the 

heaven and the earth in every move. 

 

"The younger generation is stupid." 

 

Mo Xueming heard each other's words, but also flashed in his eyes, nodded and said. 

 



Mo Xueming can completely understand the book of heaven of Ba Dao. However, it is difficult to 

understand such a source skill as Ba Dao Tian Shu, which is just a little different. 

 

What's more, the agreement with Xuanyuan moxie has arrived. He has no time to understand it. Today, 

he will fight against Xuanyuan moxie! 

 

"It's a pity that if you give me a little more time to fully understand the book of heaven, I will be able to 

wipe out Xuanyuan's ink evil!" 

 

Mo Xueming bit his teeth, but even so, the overbearing nature of Badao Tianshu shocked him. His study 

of Badao Tianshu made him master the violent sword meaning. Mo Xueming was confident enough to 

completely wipe out Xuanyuan ink evil today. 

 

This fierce enemy, who has been fighting for countless years, will surely end today, and ye Chen will also 

be killed to capture the supremacy of Ye Chen and Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

At the moment, don't look at the devil's fierce ambition. 

 

"There's good news and bad news. Do you want to hear it?" The Lord of the demon suddenly spoke. 

 

Mo Xueming's heart sank, did Xuanyuan ink evil step into the realm of mending the sky? 

 

Or a terrible opportunity? 

 

Are you going to lose? 

 

He was a little nervous, but still said, "yes." 

 

Under the black robe of the Lord of the heart demon, the cold and strange voice slowly fell down: "the 

doom of the kingdom of God has come." 

 



"It's all over." 

 

Mo Xueming raises his head, pupil is frightened. 

 

Is the kingdom of God destroyed? 

 

The heavenly way palace is also destroyed? 

 

The voice of the Lord of the demon suddenly produced a ripple, which seemed to be anger! 

 

"Who is he standing behind the devil? Do you know? " 

 

Mo Xueming looks strange! 

 

He naturally knows what ye Chen stands for! 

 

However, he can not believe that ye Chen has solved the disaster of extermination! 

 

I don't know what happened in this! 

 

But this makes Mo Xueming very excited! 

 

If he really swallowed Ye Chen's Qi and everything! Then he can go to heaven! 

 

The Lord of the heart can even be above the devil! 

 

But soon, he suppressed all this in the bottom of his heart and said: "Ye Chen is not important, 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie is important." 

 



"Of course, after solving Xuanyuan ink evil today, I will erase it together with Ye Chen." 

 

The master of the heart demon stared at Mo Xueming for a few seconds, and then said, "OK, you should 

start." 

 

He looked at Mo Xueming and said indifferently that there was a smell of rejection between the words. 

 

The next moment, without waiting for Mo Xueming to speak, the master of the heart demon waved his 

hand, and endless great power broke out. 

 

It seems that the power of heaven and earth is in the hands of the master of heart demons. The master 

of heart demons incarnates in the world of heaven and earth. The rules of heaven are resounding and 

praising! 

 

The hall vibrated endlessly, and the eyes of a statue of the Lord of demons bloomed at the same time. 

 

Shenguang Zhenshi, as if to pierce and crush the heaven and earth, like the light gathered in the center 

of the hall. 

 

A dark passage suddenly appears, which is filled with infinite mystery, as if the most original existence of 

heaven and earth. 

 

"Go 

 

The Lord of the heart demon waved his hand indifferently. Mo Xueming could not resist at all. He felt 

the endless power and directly sent him into the channel. 

 

In the channel, Mo Xueming felt as if he had gone through endless years, from ancient times to the 

future, with the brilliance of great power flowing on the channel. 

 

The power of this brilliance makes Mo Xueming palpitation, even cold hands and feet, and changes the 

color of his face. 



 

This process seems to be a long time, but in fact, in a flash, Mo Xueming will appear on the top of Mt. 

 

Accompanied by Mo Xueming, there are three Fu Zhao, a black as ink, will be around the endless light 

swallowed into the bead. 

 

Seeing these four things, Mo Xueming's face changed slightly, and he quickly put them away. His 

confidence in erasing Xuanyuan's Mo Xie had reached the extreme, and the endless murderous spirit 

overflowed. Then he looked at the mountain of gods at his feet. 

 

The kingdom of God is a mountain top that rises into the clouds. 

 

Here, it is the mountain of gods, also known as the top of gods! 

 

The immortal Qi circulates, the sun and the moon seem to be close to the top of the wanshen mountain. 

Mo Xueming's eyes move and slowly sit down. He wants to seize the last moment and try to understand 

the book of heaven of Ba Dao.…… 

 

At the same time, in the palace of heavenly way, Chongguang Shenxia palace releases endless brilliance, 

and in Chongguang Shenxia palace, endless breath of heavenly way overflows. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie was sitting in it. There was a mysterious mystery all over his body. Hongmeng Qi 

flowed around him, and the fluctuation of source Qi was constantly emerging. 

 

"Unexpectedly, the arrival of the demon emperor ushered in his own destruction." 

 

"Ye Chen really can't be ignored." 

 

"I have a fight with Mo Xueming today. I'm afraid he won't be idle." 

 

"But isn't that what I expected?" 



 

"The seal of heaven and I have been completely lifted. Who else is my enemy in the whole kingdom of 

God?" 

 

"It's time for me to go to the upper world and beyond. I'm not only in control of the kingdom of God, but 

also in the outer and upper realms." 

 

Suddenly, what did Xuanyuan ink evil feel! 

 

"Mo Xueming appears!" 

 

He suddenly opened his eyes at the moment, the next moment, a huge virtual shadow suddenly 

appeared behind Xuanyuan Mo Xie. 

 

As soon as it appeared, the figure broke up the clouds, covered the sun and the moon, and enveloped 

the kingdom of God with the terrible power of destroying the heaven and the earth. It was like an 

invincible supreme existence that awed heaven and earth. 

 

The figure's face is indistinct, and the whole body is surrounded by a strong atmosphere of heaven, like 

the way of heaven in the dark. Behind him, there are many streamers. On the ribbon, there are many 

signs of heaven's way flashing and blooming with endless brilliance. This is the shadow of the heavenly 

way! 

 

The whole kingdom of God was shocked at the moment. All of us knew that today was the day of the 

first World War of Mt. wanshenshan. It was the explosion of Xuanyuan Mo evil and the supreme power 

of destroying heaven and earth. 

 

"Is mo Xueming really the opponent of Xuanyuan moxie? Just a glance at this terrible power makes 

people fear 

 

Some people in the heart are shocked incomparably to say. 

 



"Mo Xueming is not bad! He is the master of Shura. If he dares to take the initiative to fight, it proves 

that he has enough confidence to kill Xuanyuan moxie! " 

 

Some people have expressed different opinions. 

 

At the moment, on the top of the ten thousand gods mountain, Mo Xueming was originally 

concentrating on understanding the book of heaven. However, the virtual shadow of Xuanyuan's Mo evil 

broke out, which even made his breath vibrate. His calm heart set off waves, and he could no longer 

understand it. 

Chapter 3524 

 

 

 

"Boom 

 

A shadow of hell Shura suddenly appears in the sky, and the terrible spirit of Shura sweeps across the 

heaven and earth like hell. 

 

The trembling power of heaven and earth frightens the whole world. The shadow of hell Shura is as red 

as fire. With a single horn on top of his head and a Shura sword in hand, his eyes overlook the whole 

kingdom of God from the sky, revealing endless killing intention and indifference. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

Bursts of explosions resound in the sky. At this moment, the shadow of heaven and the shadow of hell 

Shura collide in the air. 

 

The sky trembled, the space was broken by this collision, the broken space debris fell down, and the sky 

was covered with endless nothingness. 

 

All living beings in the kingdom of God were shocked by this scene of living beings, and their hearts were 

full of horror. They were not qualified to touch such a terrible force, and they did not even have the 

courage to take a look at it. 



 

At this time, the shadow of hell Shura and the shadow of heaven suppress heaven and earth. 

 

On the sky of the Fumo hall, the unconscious Ye Chen opens his eyes! 

 

Ji Siqing on one side is also slightly stunned. 

 

Heaven and earth sounded a sound of praise, even a light from the sky fell on Ye Chen, Golden Lotus 

emerged, God flowers all over the sky. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly sat up, the violent breath broke out completely at this moment, and the empty 

shadow of a blood dragon suddenly appeared on the sky. 

 

The blood dragon oppresses the sky, like a Supreme Master in the world. 

 

The Dragon scales are like the most exquisite works of art. They are indestructible, brilliant and 

indestructible. They break out like destroying the heaven and earth, and instantly sweep the whole 

kingdom of God. 

 

At this moment, the ferocious power of the virtual shadow of the hell Shura and the virtual shadow of 

the heavenly way are suppressed. The blood dragon, like a real master, looks down on the empty 

shadow of the hell Shura and the empty shadow of the heavenly way, with a strong disdain in his eyes. 

 

"Hum! Ye Chen, you dare to join the fun 

 

Mo Xueming's angry voice sounded, he was almost killed by Ye Chen, fleeing like a bereaved dog. 

Everything in the Ming Temple was swept by Ye Chen, and his hatred for ye Chen was already 

overwhelming. 

 

In an instant, the terrible momentum of the shadow of hell Shura roared to the blood dragon. 

 



At the same time, the cold light in Xuanyuan moxie's eyes flashed, looking at the direction of the Fumo 

hall. 

 

"Ye Chen, you really want to take advantage of the money, but I'm afraid you have this heart, not this 

life!" 

 

At the same time, the terrifying momentum of the virtual shadow of the heavenly way explodes to the 

blood dragon's empty shadow. Ye Chen looks cold and hums angrily. 

 

His blood dragon vision burst out with endless majesty. The Dragon Power covered the heaven and 

earth, and the scales on his body were full of piercing brilliance. 

 

"Boom 

 

The momentum of the three sides collided at this moment, and the heaven and earth trembled, and the 

clear sky turned into endless nothingness. 

 

One after another, the impact of destroying heaven and earth swept out, countless noble spirits 

emerged, and the fluctuation of source gas even enveloped the world, which made people in the 

kingdom of God look shocked and screamed repeatedly. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

In the Tiandao palace, Xuanyuan moxie suddenly flew up. Behind him, there was Chongguang Shenxia 

palace, which was filled with all kinds of heaven. It was right behind him and came towards the wanshen 

mountain. 

 

"You have thoroughly refined Chongguang Shenxia palace." Mo Xueming's murderous spirit is awe 

inspiring, as if to condense into essence, staring at the Xuanyuan Mo evil that flies. 

 

"Hum! Mo Xueming, you dare to write to me. It seems that you don't want to live. I'll give you a ride! " 

 



Xuanyuan ink evil domineering, the majesty of the Lord of heaven, the violent power in his body 

circulation, showing his supremacy. 

 

At the moment, Mo Xueming looks at the fierce momentum of Xuanyuan ink evil, and his pupil shrinks. 

He still underestimates Xuanyuan ink evil. 

 

Mo Xueming was almost killed by Ye Chen, but it was a blessing in disguise. 

 

with the support of the master of the heart demon, Mo Xueming's strength has been greatly improved. 

However, the momentum of Xuanyuan Mo evil is not inferior to him, which makes Mo Xueming's heart 

vibrate. 

 

"It seems that you have a good chance." Mo Xueming sneered. 

 

Mo Xueming is very clear that ye Chen is the real reincarnation master. Xuanyuan moxie claimed to be 

the reincarnation master these days, and obviously gained many benefits. 

 

"Ha ha, do you think you can be my opponent with the help of the Lord of the heart demon?" Xuanyuan 

Mo evil is extremely powerful. He sneers at Mo Xueming and says. 

 

Hearing this, Mo Xueming's face changed slightly. Unexpectedly, Xuanyuan moxie even guessed that he 

was about to fight with him because of the help of the Lord of the heart demon. 

 

But what about that? Mo Xueming thought of the idea of the supreme sword that he had learned from 

the book of heaven. A touch of essence flashed in his eyes. 

 

"It's easy to kill you!" 

 

When the sky and the earth were destroyed by the sky and the sky, the sky and the earth were 

destroyed by the sky and the sky, and the sky and the earth were destroyed by the sky and the earth. 

 

"Well, it's up to you? They dare to clamor for evil ways 



 

Xuanyuan moxie burst out laughing, and the same burst out. The spirit of fury surged out. One hundred 

thousand flying swords roared, and the momentum of Hongmeng broke out in an instant. 

 

"BoomOne hundred thousand flying swords turn into boundless steel torrent, and instantly pierce the 

boundless Shura Qi all over the sky and roar at Mo Xueming. 

 

As soon as the war is touched, the violent Shura Qi and the star emperor Haoran gas collide wildly, the 

sky vibrates, and the kingdom of God trembles. 

 

At the same time, on the sky of the demon subduing hall, ye Chen realizes that the decisive battle has 

begun, and the essence in his eyes explodes. 

 

"Xiao Huang!" 

 

Ye Chen drank a lot, and Xiao Huang came immediately. He looked at Ye Chen with burning eyes and 

said, "master!" 

 

"Fight with me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were heavy, and he suddenly flew up, surrounded by Hongmeng Qi. Ye Chen went 

straight to wanshen mountain. 

 

Xiao Huang follows Ye Chen, and his momentum breaks out. He is extremely fierce and terrifying. 

 

However, part of Ye Chen's consciousness is sinking into the samsara cemetery, looking at the Seven 

Saints of heaven. 

 

The Seven Saints of heaven have recovered a little bit in the battle of refining God peak! 

 

He has a chance! 



 

Ji Siqing of the Fumo hall looks at Ye Chen's far away figure without saying a word. 

 

She knows Ye Chen still has some injuries, but she won't persuade. 

 

No matter what ye Chen chooses, she will support it silently. 

 

…… 

 

Soon, ye Chen has arrived at the wanshen mountain, and Mo Xueming's Shura Qi and Xuanyuan Mo 

Xie's star emperor Haoran gas collide wildly. 

 

The whole Mt. wanshenshan is shaking, countless boulders are shaken off, and the sky above is opened 

with huge openings. You can see the countless stars in the sky and the world, and the emptiness is 

pouring in. 

 

Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan Mo Xie didn't leave any hands. The momentum of destroying the heaven 

and the earth swept through the heaven and earth, and ye Chen's face was suddenly solemn. 

 

Even if he breaks through the two layers of heaven, ye Chen can still feel the gap between himself and 

Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

The magic emperor is because of the sword soul xuanhanyu's hand! 

 

But after the fall of the magic emperor, xuanhanyu entered a deep sleep! It's impossible to do it again! 

 

This time, he may rely on himself to face the two top players! 

Chapter 3525 

 

 



 

Although he nearly succeeded in killing Mo Xueming some time ago, ye Chen knows very well that it is 

because Mo Xueming is seriously injured, and his strength is not as good as that in his heyday. 

Otherwise, he and Zha Tianmo Di and others will not necessarily be mo Xueming's opponents. 

 

In such a battle, ye Chen's invincible momentum broke out, standing in the impact of destroying the sky 

and the earth, coldly watching Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan Mo Xie in the battle. 

 

There was no time to speak with the Seven Sages of heaven. Ye Chen said thanks to the seven great 

powers in the samsara cemetery, and he put his mind on the battle in front of him. 

 

At the moment, the Seven Saints of the heavenly way did not blame at all. Instead, they looked at the 

Xuanyuan ink evil in the sky through the reincarnation graveyard, and their eyes were full of coldness. 

 

"This guy, if you can kill him this time, you and I will be able to kill the world!" 

 

In the eyes of the Seven Saints of Tiandao, Xuanyuan moxie, the palace master of Tiandao palace, is the 

most evil existence in the heaven and earth. If Xuanyuan moxie can be wiped out, they will create the 

supreme merit and seek the well-being of the common people. 

 

For the Seven Saints of heaven, the common people in the world are the most important. For this 

reason, they will not hesitate to sacrifice themselves, as long as they can wipe out Xuanyuan ink evil, 

and let them pay more. 

 

"Seven, and our three brothers, stand by you." 

 

At the moment, some weak three ancestors of huangquan also came forward and looked at the battle 

outside with burning eyes. 

 

They all know ye Chen's identity. They also know that if ye Chen wants to return to the peak of his 

previous life and regain his lost supreme honor and dignity, Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie are 

obstacles that must be eliminated. 

 



And as long as they can contribute to Ye Chen, they are also willing to give everything, just for the 

reincarnation Lord can once again oppress the world and reach the top! 

 

"Ye Chen, you are here!" 

 

At this moment, the Xuanyuan ink evil in the battle is aware of the breath of Ye Chen, and the corners of 

his mouth curl up a cold radian, and the star emperor's mighty gas concussion is like an invincible 

supreme existence. 

 

Meanwhile, Mo Xueming also noticed Ye Chen's arrival, and his intention to kill broke out in his eyes. 

The spirit of Shura became more violent, destroying the heaven and destroying the earth. 

 

The shame ye Chen brings to Mo Xueming is a pain he will never forget, and Mo Xueming also vows to 

kill Ye Chen, not only to wash away the shame, but also to seize the supreme fortune of the 

reincarnation Lord! 

 

However, no matter it is mo Xueming or Xuanyuan moxie, they can't find Ye Chen's location. Ye Chen is 

clearly in the wanshen mountain, but they can't find Ye Chen's trace. 

 

"Well, this fellow is cunning 

 

Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan Mo Xie looked at each other, and such an idea arose in their hearts. 

 

They all know that ye Chen wants the mantis to catch cicadas this time, and the Yellow finches are 

behind them. When they are both defeated, they will come out to pick up a bargain. 

 

Therefore, although they fought each other, they didn't try their best. After all, they didn't want to give 

ye Chen such a chance, so they wanted to remove the threat of Ye Chen before they had a decisive 

battle. 

 

At the same time, Mo Xueming's mind is more insidious. He knows Ye Chen's identity very well. If he kills 

Ye Chen to seize the supreme fortune of the reincarnation master, he will be absolutely invincible. At 

that time, he will crush Xuanyuan Mo evil and wipe it out directly as a mole ant. 



 

But at the moment, although we can feel the arrival of Ye Chen, but we can't find the trace of Ye Chen, 

which makes their plan fail. 

 

"My Linglong Tianyin Tower!" 

 

Mo Xueming is now ready to crack. He realizes that the reason why he can't find Ye Chen is that ye Chen 

has searched his treasure house. 

 

In the treasure house of the underworld hall, there is a treasure named Linglong Tianyin tower, which is 

not very powerful in fighting, but can hide the heaven. 

 

If you hide in the Linglong Tianyin tower, you can hide it between heaven and earth. Even if someone 

can capture the breath of the user, it is impossible to find the exact location of the user. 

 

In the past, Mo Xueming used to assassinate many enemies with the help of Linglong Tianyin tower, but 

later he was invincible in the kingdom of God. After the only enemy left was Xuanyuan moxie, he forgot 

the Hongmeng treasure and put him in the treasure house of the Ming Palace. 

 

Even if Mo Xue meditates and breaks his head, he can't imagine that the Linglong Tianyin pagoda he put 

into the treasure house of the underworld hall will be searched by Ye Chen, and it is also successfully 

used. In his life and death battle with Xuanyuan moxie, he can hide out and wait for the opportunity to 

move. 

 

At the same time, a void like heaven and earth, endless Hongmeng gas pervaded here, ye Chen and Xiao 

Huang looked at the battle between Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

Ye Chen and ye Chen are not far away from the battle center, but Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie 

can't find any trace of them. This is the effect of Linglong Tianyin pagoda, as Mo Xueming thought. 

 

"The effect of this treasure is really good." Xiaohuang can't help sighing at the moment that Linglong 

Tianyin tower is one of the most precious treasures in the treasure house of the underworld hall. 

 



"Of course." Ye Chen nods slowly. When he got the Linglong Tianyin tower, ye Chen knows that this 

piece of Hongmeng treasure can be used. It is true at this moment. 

 

Looking at the battle between Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie, ye Chen's eyes marveled. The strength 

of these two men is indeed terrible, and their fighting skills are incomparable. The battle aftershocks like 

destroying the sky and destroying the earth are sweeping all over the country. They are simply 

invincible.In the outside world, Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan moxie could not find Ye Chen's place, so they 

stopped leaving their hands and broke out completely. For example, their fierce fighting power was 

twice as strong as before. In an instant, they broke through the sky and destroyed the heaven and earth. 

 

"Ye Chen, even if you don't come out, I will certainly kill you after I wipe out Xuanyuan Mo Xie!" Mo 

Xueming eyes cold surging, suddenly cold voice to drink. 

 

"You want to kill me, too?" Xuanyuan ink evil was furious, and suddenly moved by the star emperor's 

fingerprints. The magnificent and incomparable star emperor's magnanimity swept down, and countless 

stars exploded and rolled, as if to crush the sky. 

 

"Ye Chen, after I wipe out Mo Xueming, I will pick your head on your neck!" Xuanyuan moxie laughed, 

and his whole body was filled with surging Qi Yun. He was the Lord of heaven, and he had the blessing of 

supreme fortune! 

 

"Let's see who's dead." 

 

Mo Xueming smiles coldly and looks at the star emperor's fingerprints and suddenly condenses the 

Shura sword. The next moment, there is no intention of cutting in his eyes. 

 

"Shura Ming God beheads!" 

 

Mo Xueming cut it out with a knife. Unexpectedly, there was a violent explosion of the source gas 

fluctuations. Under the package of endless Hongmeng Qi, this knife destroyed the heaven and earth, 

and cut through the sky. It was invincible! 

 

"Boom 

 



The star emperor's fingerprints, which suppressed the sky, were smashed under the beheading of Shura 

Ming God. The fierce sword light seemed to cut open the whole world, the sun, the moon and the stars, 

and penetrated the endless space of time. In a flash, it appeared in front of Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

"Yuanshu!" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie's face changed greatly. Mo Xueming's Sabre contains the breath of supreme source. It 

not only contains the source of Shura and ghost Qi, but also contains the source of Dao Qi, which means 

that it has no intention of being on the sword. 

Chapter 3526 

 

 

 

Even if this Dao is not the real source skill, it is also the closest attack to the source skill. It is really 

terrible. In front of this knife, he feels that he will be completely wiped out. 

 

"Ha ha! Xuanyuan ink evil, you can't think of it? I have understood the meaning of the supreme sword 

and mastered the power of the source. You will be wiped out by me 

 

Mo Xueming laughs wildly, and the air of blood red Shura enveloping the sky vibrates. At this moment, 

he seems to be the supreme god of war coming from hell. He is furious and invincible, and his intention 

of war directly rushes into the sky! 

 

"Well, you think highly of yourself!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil mind concussion, but quickly calm down, the next moment a cold smile, a ray of light 

Zhutian, brighter than the sun appeared in his hands. 

 

"Kill the immortal sword, I have suppressed it!" 

 

With a roar of Xuanyuan moxie, Zhuxian sword burst out more brilliant sword light. Xiaoyuanbing's 

terrifying power broke out, which was like destroying the heaven and earth. With the breath of source, 

it collided with Shura Ming God. 



 

"Boom 

 

Heaven and earth vibrated, and at this moment, Mt. wanshenshan broke through countless gaps. The 

first peak of the kingdom of God could not bear such a terrible battle. It would burst! 

 

But the power of prohibition fluctuates! Wanshenshan has recovered a little bit! 

 

The aftermath of the fierce battle swept all directions, and the whole kingdom of God was in shock. 

Fortunately, many people protected the kingdom of God, which was barely able to withstand the 

impact. 

 

But at this moment, the God of Shura suddenly dispersed, the endless spirit of Shura collapsed, and on 

the other side, xuanyuanmo evil was flying out of the mouth. 

 

"Cough..." Xuanyuan moxie coughed deeply. His breath was shaking and could not be stabilized. His 

palms shaking with Zhuxian sword were shaking. 

 

In front of Yuan Shu, the source soldiers still rely on the users to break out more powerful forces, so 

Xuanyuan ink evil fell into the downwind under the collision. 

 

The light of Chongguang Shenxia palace behind him shakes, and all kinds of divine lights pour into 

Xuanyuan Mo evil body to help him regulate his breath. At the moment, Mo Xueming has cold eyes and 

hands again. 

 

"You want to breathe? I won't give you a chance! " 

 

The endless killing intention in Mo Xueming's eyes broke out. Unexpectedly, two amazing sword lights 

shot out of his eyes. This is the supreme sword meaning understood by Mo Xueming. 

 

The sword's intention is to destroy the heaven and the earth. It is invincible in the world. There is 

nothing to stop it. It seems that it is going to penetrate and wipe out the universe. In an instant, it 

penetrates the space, penetrates the sky and appears in front of Xuanyuan moxie. 



 

"Want to kill me?" Xuanyuan Mo Xie was furious, "you just understand the meaning of wushangdao, but 

you haven't really understood the source skill. You want to kill me with a fake source skill!" 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil furiously roars, suddenly urges the star emperor Haoran gas, the furious star emperor 

big hand seal falls from the air one after another. 

 

"Star emperor flying sword, guard!" 

 

One hundred thousand flying swords form a torrent of steel, guarding in front of Xuanyuan moxie. The 

supreme power of reverse training Hongmeng breaks out, just like a layer of halo in front of two 

supreme swords. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

The aura formed by 100000 flying swords is constantly broken, which is chopped by the meaning of the 

supreme sword. The great fingerprints of the star emperor falling from the sky can not touch the 

meaning of the supreme sword at all, and they are completely destroyed by the terrible edge. 

 

"Ah, ah, kill me!" 

 

The impact of destroying the sky and the earth is constantly sweeping the sky. The sky is rippling, and 

the space is broken layer by layer. At this moment, the kingdom of God seems to appear in the world. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie felt extremely scared by the fearlessness of wushangdao. His face was gloomy to the 

extreme, and he was also bloodless. This violent attack also made him consume a lot. 

 

At this moment, Xuanyuan moxie suddenly put out his hand and stabbed the Zhuxian sword into his 

palm. The fierce blood flowed on the Zhuxian sword, and the Zhuxian sword bloomed the supreme light 

reflecting the universe. 



 

The light was so dazzling that even Mo Xueming and ye Chen couldn't open their eyes in front of such 

light. 

 

At this moment, the roar of Xuanyuan moxie is ringing out. The roar also contains the breath of the 

supreme heaven. The supreme majesty of the Lord of heaven suppresses the world, and the invincible 

momentum breaks out. 

 

"Kill the immortal sword light, destroy and kill forever!" 

 

The endless glare of light suddenly condensed at this moment, all the light between heaven and earth 

seemed to be absorbed, and the whole kingdom of God fell into complete darkness. 

 

But in the dark, the light of Zhuxian sword is even more bright than the sun and moon in the sky. It can't 

be seen directly. 

 

Some people look up at the sky. At the next moment, their eyes bleed and they are stabbed blind. This 

terrible sword light can destroy the heaven and the earth, and is lawless! 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

Mo Xueming was shocked when he saw the sword light. The sword light was too terrible, which was 

even more terrible than his intention of no sword. 

 

The meaning of wushangdao is only learned from Yuanshu, which can't be called Yuanshu. However, the 

light of Zhuxian sword seems to be the real source skill. The most original source of sword between 

heaven and earth can cut all the heaven and earth and cut off all ages with one sword! 

 

"Kill the immortal sword light, come out!"Xuanyuan ink evil condensed this sword also paid a great 

price. At the moment, his breath was shaking, his internal organs were even collapsing and exploding, 

and countless blood gushed, which made him seriously injured. 

 



But the light of Zhuxian sword is really terrible. It destroys the heaven and the earth. It stabs out in an 

instant and sweeps out at two supreme swords. 

 

The most extreme sword light in the world destroys everything, and the two supreme swords are all lost 

in an instant. They have no resistance at all and disappear in an instant. 

 

Seeing this scene, Mo Xueming's face changed greatly. The speed of the sword light was too fast, as if it 

could penetrate the infinite time. It was in a flash. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The sword light pierced through the endless space, setting off a violent and unmatched space storm. It 

was like a huge sword that was fierce to the extreme, and came to Mo Xueming in an instant. 

 

"I can't stop it!" 

 

Mo Xueming was shocked in his heart. He realized this in an instant. Zhuxian sword light was lawless, 

and he could not resist it. 

 

At this moment, in the Linglong Tianyin tower, ye Chen and Xiao Huang look at the light of Zhuxian 

sword, but they can't help but see the color of horror. 

 

The light of Zhuxian sword is too invincible and lawless. The power of the source of the sword is really 

invincible. It can't resist it at all, and even makes people despair. 

 

At this time, Mo Xueming suddenly took out a black bead to the extreme. It was like the light of a sword 

to kill immortals. It absorbed all the light as soon as it appeared. 

 

Even the light of Zhuxian sword was absorbed by beads, and an inexplicable great power shrouded the 

world at this moment, and Xuanyuan's face changed slightly. 

 



However, Mo Xueming is crazy with beads. This is the ultimate pearl of heaven. Although it is not the 

most precious treasure of Hongmeng, it is known as the 34th Hongmeng treasure in addition to the 33rd 

one. 

 

This is a great killing tool of the supreme noble spirit between heaven and earth. It is really born for the 

sake of destruction. The ultimate pearl of heaven is only born for destruction. No one can resist it! 
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"The ultimate pearl of heaven is swallowed up by me!" Mo Xueming laughs, and suddenly throws the 

ultimate death pearl to Zhuxian sword light. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, heaven and earth seem to send out a lament. The light of Zhuxian sword collides with 

the ultimate mintian pearl. The impact of destroying heaven and earth suddenly breaks out, and the 

roar of breaking the heaven and earth rings out in an instant. 

 

However, in the next moment, the ultimate vanishing pearl bursts out endless black light. The black light 

not only swallows the impact of destroying the sky and the earth, but also swallows up the roar, light, 

space, even the human mind, and all the existing things in this world! 

 

The light of Zhuxian sword contains the source of the supreme sword, but it is also unable to resist the 

explosion of the ultimate pearl of heaven. It devours everything and destroys the universe. The black 

light of the sun, moon and stars diffuses, and the light of Zhuxian sword is completely swallowed up in 

the dark. 

 

In an instant, the black light began to spread and spread to the whole kingdom of God. 

 

At this moment, the whole people of the kingdom of God felt a sense of despair. They looked at the 

sky's ultimate vanishing pearls. Their faces were dull. How terrible, how evil, how invincible the light 

was. 



 

Just to see the black light, people feel hopeless, even want to die, there is no faith in life. 

 

At this moment, many people even committed suicide by pulling their swords. Some chose to jump off 

the cliff. Some people went crazy. The whole kingdom of God was in chaos! 

 

"Mo Xueming, you are crazy!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil can't help but change his face at the moment. No one can stop it. The black light will 

eventually cover the whole kingdom of God. Then the kingdom of God will be completely annihilated. 

What a tragedy and inhumanity it is! 

 

"I'm not crazy!" 

 

Mo Xueming sneered at Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, "I am the master of Shura, I am the incarnation of hell. You 

can't do such things, but for me, why not?" 

 

"You destroy the whole kingdom of God. Do you know what kind of cause and effect you are going to 

bear? This cause and effect will make you irreparable. Even if you kill me today, you will not live!" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie is going crazy. He really can't imagine that Mo Xueming would do such a stupid thing. 

Is this going to end with him! 

 

"If I destroy the whole kingdom of God, I will be safe and sound!" 

 

Mo Xueming's voice was gloomy to the extreme, just like the murmur of a ghost. His eyes swept around 

the void and caught Ye Chen's figure. As long as he killed Ye Chen and captured the supreme fortune of 

the reincarnation master, even if he destroyed the whole kingdom of God, he would not be doomed! 

 

In the Linglong Tianyin tower, ye Chen sees the extreme mintian bead burst out, and his face changes 

greatly. 

 



"Don't be bloody 

 

Ye Chen gnaws his teeth, Mo Xueming can not care about the kingdom of God, do not care about the 

countless creatures, Xuanyuan moxie can also ignore all this, but ye Chen can't, ye Chen can't give up 

the innocent beings. 

 

Ye Chen's mission is to protect the kingdom of God and all living beings. How can he watch the black 

light devour all these things and completely vanish into the boundless nihility that never existed! 

 

…… 

 

Vanishing everything, destroying the sky and the earth, the black light swept away, the sky was 

swallowed up, eliminated. 

 

Ye Chen's face is dignified. He can't watch it happen. He has to do it. 

 

"Master, master, borrow my strength!" 

 

Ye Chen roars. The Seven Saints of heaven and the third ancestor of huangquan in the reincarnation 

cemetery look solemn and solemn. They also know that the situation is in crisis at the moment, and they 

must help each other. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ten people should be under the same voice, the violent force surged out, into Ye Chen's body. 

 

"Boom 

 

The invincible momentum of destroying heaven and earth shakes, ye Chen suddenly flies out of the 

Linglong Tianyin tower, and the violent breath shakes the sky, even the black light waves. 

 



"Ye Chen, you finally come out!" 

 

Mo Xueming looks at Ye Chen and laughs grimly. As long as you kill Ye Chen and seize the supreme 

fortune of the reincarnation master, then he uses the extreme mintianzhu to commit the heinous 

crimes, and the endless cause and effect can also be washed away! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The sky explodes, the infinite space collapses, Mo Xueming unexpectedly does not say a word, straight 

to Ye Chen to kill. 

 

"No way!" 

 

At this moment, Xuanyuan ink evil looks pale, but suddenly starts to hand, unexpectedly takes the 

initiative to meet Mo Xueming. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil is very clear that the ultimate death of the Pearl broke out, except for Mo Xueming, all 

people, everything must die under the black light, and at present, the only thing that can change the 

situation of the war is that he and ye Chen join hands to block the black light. 

 

Therefore, it is absolutely impossible for Xuanyuan Mo Xueming to kill Ye Chen. If ye Chen is dead, he 

will surely die! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The violent spirit of Shura and the mighty spirit of the star emperor collided violently on the sky. The 

terrible wave of destroying the heaven and the earth swept through. In the endless nothingness, time 

seemed to be collapsing. 

 

"Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, you want to ruin my good things!" 

 



Mo Xueming was ready to crack. Unexpectedly, Xuanyuan moxie took the initiative to help Ye Chen. At 

the moment, his face was gloomy to the extreme, and his violent murderous spirit rose into the sky, like 

a sea of blood falling from the sky, which made people feel shocked and killed.When Xuanyuan Mo Xie 

heard this, his face showed a sneer. The surging rules of heaven surrounded him, and the incomparable 

great fortune surged behind him. The majesty of the Lord of heaven broke out, and he was furious and 

invincible! 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie didn't pay attention to Mo Xueming. Instead, he looked at Ye Chen and said in a loud 

voice, "Ye Chen, Mo Xueming will be blocked by me. You just stop the ultimate mintian bead from 

breaking out completely!" 

 

Smelling speech, ye Chen takes a deep look at Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, and does not intend to participate in 

the battle. Instead, he looks at the black light of the extreme mintian bead. 

 

Ye Chen is very clear that Xuanyuan Mo Xie wants to help himself only for his life, not for the common 

people in the world. However, this is a good thing. With Xuanyuan Mo evil, he can completely put down 

his mind to deal with the black light. 

 

"The blood moon slays the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and a round of blood moon rose from the sky. His body contained the endless power of 

the three ancestors of huangquan and the Seven Saints of heaven. At this moment, it was much easier 

to use the blood moon to kill the sky. 

 

If you want to fight against the vanishing black mansions, you can only rely on the blood moon to kill the 

sky. In addition to the power of reincarnation, everything else can't fight against the vanishing black 

mansions. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, the heaven and earth tremble endlessly. Among the vanishing black awns sweeping the 

heaven and earth, a blood moon rises slowly. The breath of the source of fury overflows from the blood 

moon, making the vanishing black mansions tremble. 

 



"Break it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen roared and roared again and again, and his expression was ferocious at this moment. His arms 

were blue, and his sword of falling dust and descending dragon burst into the light of the supreme blood 

moon sword. The invincible momentum swept over him, and he waved his sword like a supreme master. 

 

"Boom 

 

Ye Chen successfully uses the blood moon to kill heaven and earth, which breaks out like the supreme 

power of destroying heaven and earth, shaking all the heaven and earth, as if to cut through the 

universe and destroy everything! 
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With this sword, even Mo Xueming and Xuanyuan Mo Xie of both sides of the battle were shocked and 

looked at Ye Chen in shock. 

 

Mo Xueming had seen XueYue Tu Tian Jian before, and knew the horror of Ye Chen's sword, but he 

couldn't help but feel shocked when he saw it again. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie had felt this sword before during the battle between Ye Chen and Mo Xueming. 

However, his perception was not clear at that time. Now he feels the blood moon killing the sky at a 

close distance, and he even feels a chill rising up his spine. 

 

It's too terrible to kill XueYue Tu Tian. Even Xuan Yuan Mo Xie is not sure that he can stop the sword. 

Fortunately, Mo Xueming uses the extreme mintian pearl crazily, forcing Ye Chen to do it. 

 

Otherwise, if ye Chen has been hiding in the dark, and when he and Mo Xueming decide the victory or 

defeat, ye Chen starts to fight, and the bloody sword that destroys the heaven and the earth can't be 

resisted, and he will surely die at that time! 

 



At this moment, the blood moon above the sky is blooming with endless light, and the blood red light 

runs through it, making a big hole in the boundless vanishing black awn. 

 

Under the endless light of blood and moonlight, ye Chen's sword of falling dust and falling dragon breaks 

out with incomparable power, which is like a god of war in the world, destroying the sky and destroying 

the earth. 

 

"Boom 

 

The earth and the earth tremble. It seems that all the heaven and earth are sinking at this moment. They 

are covered by endless pressure. They can't help collapsing. 

 

Vanishing black light and endless blood moonlight light fight, the roaring explosion sound resounds 

through the world, the endless wave of destroying heaven and earth sweeps everything. 

 

Cracks split between heaven and earth, as if such a terrible wave continues, the whole world will split, 

completely broken! 

 

The bloody moon and Tu Tian chop erupted into endless sharpness. Ye Chen held the falling dust and 

subduing dragon sword. The incomparable sword light instantly cut into the miemiemie black awn, as if 

to cut off the vanishing black awn and completely destroy it! 

 

Seeing this scene, Mo Xueming's face changes greatly. If ye Chen breaks the black light, Xuanyuan moxie 

and ye Chen join hands, he has no chance at all! 

 

"You can't do it!" Mo Xueming roared, looking at the Xuanyuan Mo evil that was entangled in his eyes, 

suddenly a Fu Zhao was displayed. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, the ultimate sword light reflects the heaven and earth, the endless great power sweeps 

through, and the source power of violence penetrates through the ages. 

 



"Supreme swords!" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie's face changed greatly at the moment. The supreme sword is the supreme source skill 

that can be understood in the book of heaven. This is the real source skill. It destroys the heaven and the 

earth, and is lawless! 

 

The book of Ba Dao is the most precious treasure in the palace of emperor yuan, and it is the source skill 

mastered by the Lord of heart evil. Mo Xueming takes out the supreme sword Fu Zhao at this moment, 

which is obviously given by the Lord of the heart demon. 

 

"The Lord of the devil wants to kill me so?" Xuanyuan ink is gnashing teeth with evil spirit. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Mo Xueming has no nonsense at all. The light of the world shaking sword of the supreme sword directly 

cuts the Xuanyuan ink evil, and the terrible great power of erasing everything sweeps out, and the 

vanishing black light along the way is instantly chopped up! 

 

As soon as the supreme sword comes out, ye Chen, who is struggling with minmie black light, is also 

slightly changed. 

 

The power of the light of this world shaking sword is too terrible, even surpassing the vanishing black 

light. It is comparable to Ye Chen's full-time blood moon killing Tian Tian Jian. How many benefits does 

Mo Xueming get from the Lord of the heart demon? He can even show such destruction to heaven and 

earth, and can't attack without heaven! 

 

Xuanyuan moxie is facing the supreme sword. His face is hard to see and even twisted. The supreme 

sword is too terrible. The blade is penetrating into the world. He can't resist it! 

 

"Xuanyuan ink evil, lead here!" 

 

At this moment, the voice of Ye Chen suddenly rings in Xuanyuan Mo Xie's ear. 

 



Hearing this, Xuanyuan Mo Xie suddenly looked at Ye Chen, and the essence in his eyes flashed. He 

actually went to the direction where ye Chen was. 

 

But at this moment, ye Chen still confronts minmie heimang. The power of XueYue Tu Tian is 

incomparable, and minmie heimang is completely suppressed. 

 

But the horror of the ultimate vanishing pearl lies not in its power, but in its characteristics of 

swallowing everything and destroying everything. 

 

In the place where it passes through, it will devour everything, and it will turn all the swallowed things 

into a source of power. If no one prevents it, it will gather a huge power. It can even annihilate all the 

heaven and the whole world. 

 

Although the bloody moon butcher is unrivalled, it can be called invincible, but it is impossible to directly 

destroy the ultimate mintianzhu. 

 

At this time, Xuanyuan Mo Xie flew to the sky and destroyed the earth. Even the light of Jingshi Dao had 

already cut open a guard light shield of Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

"Ah 

 

Xuanyuan moxie roared, and his back was split. The wound was smooth as a mirror, and the pure blood 

flowed out into the sky. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Xuan Yuan Mo Xie has been close to Ye Chen, and now he roars. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Ye Chen sees this and sees the light in his eyes. He even gives up the fight against the vanishing black 

awn and cuts the Xuanyuan ink evil with a sword! 



 

"Ha ha, good!" Mo Xueming was glad to see this scene. XueYue Tu Tian was cut in front and the supreme 

sword was in the back. Xuanyuan Mo Xie had endless means and would die at the moment!At the same 

time, Mo Xueming also raised a little doubt. Ye Chen didn't want to fight against miemiemieheimang. 

Why did he suddenly attack Xuanyuan moxie? If Xuanyuan moxie died, ye Chen's power could not stop 

minmieheimang, and the kingdom of God would fall. 

 

Mo Xueming is aware of a conspiracy at the moment, but he has no time to think about it. The light of 

the supreme sword has already cut open the back of Xuanyuan ink evil, and the blood moon butcher sky 

chop is still in front of Xuanyuan Mo evil. 

 

The opportunity of erasing Xuanyuan ink evil is near at hand. Mo Xueming has no time to think about it. 

 

Seeing that Xuan Yuan Mo Xie was about to be killed by the supreme sword light and the amazing world 

Dao Mang, ye Chen's eyes flashed suddenly, and he said, "it's now!" 

 

"Well?" Mo Xueming stares at big eyes and his face suddenly changes. 

 

At this time, Xuanyuan Mo Xie suddenly flies to one side, and ye Chen also turns the blade and suddenly 

cuts to the supreme sword. 

 

XueYue Tu Tian's supreme edge of cutting and destroying heaven and earth is intended to collide with 

the supreme Sabre like destroying heaven and earth in an instant! 

 

"Boom 

 

The sky burst, the sun and the moon overturned, and everything in the Kingdom seemed to tremble at 

this moment. Even the strong men of the boundary city were shocked by the terrible collision. 

 

"No!" 

 

Mo Xueming's eyes reveal a touch of horror, watching the blood moon Tu Tian cut and the supreme 

sword collide with the power of a thorough outbreak, has been completely crazy. 



 

Vanishing the black light and swallowing everything, there is an inexhaustible motive force. It can't be 

destroyed only by Ye Chen's blood moon killing. 

 

At the moment, the blood moon butcher and the supreme sword collide with each other to destroy 

heaven and earth. 

Chapter 3529 

 

 

 

The first thing to bear the brunt is to vanish the black awn. In a moment, it is like snow meets the sun, 

and in a short time vanishes and is swept away. 

 

Mo Xueming also finally understood Ye Chen and Xuanyuan Mo Xie's intention, actually wanted to use 

the collision of the two great sources of art to completely destroy the black mansions. 

 

But vanishes the black awn to be eliminated, Mo Xueming's plan then completely failed, this lets him fall 

into the thorough madness. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, the vanishing black awn, the bloody moon butchering the sky and the supreme swords 

collided together. The impact of destroying the heaven and the earth swept through, and the lawless 

authority shrouded the heaven and earth. 

 

"Poof!" Xuanyuan ink evil was originally injured, and now it is in the center of the impact, and 

immediately spit out blood, which is directly swept out by the terrible impact. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie's body ran through countless mountains, like an arrow that can't be broken. Finally, it 

shot into the ground, forming a huge pit like a dark abyss! 



 

"Bang!" Compared with Xuanyuan moxie, ye Chen's situation is not much better. He has exhausted all 

his strength by using the blood moon Tu Tian chop. At the moment, he is swept by the impact, rolling on 

the sky like a broken cloth bag. The great power of destroying heaven and earth makes him unable to 

control his body at all. 

 

In contrast, Mo Xueming is in the best condition. The vanishing black awn and the supreme sabre are 

nothing but foreign objects. He does not consume much power. At the moment, the boundless spirit of 

Shura breaks out and covers the sky in an instant. 

 

Although the crisis of vanishing the black light and devouring everything is lifted, the spirit of Shura, 

which destroys the heaven and the earth, covers the sky, and the crazy breath of Mo Xueming's 

lawlessness overflows. 

 

Before the gods had time to cheer, they fell into panic again. 

 

At this time, Mo Xueming's eyes were crazy, his face was ferocious, like a ghost, and he instantly 

appeared beside Ye Chen. 

 

"If you are not honest, you should die first." 

 

Mo Xueming was killed by a sudden explosion. The spirit of Shura was so close to him that he felt like a 

sea of blood. His fierce momentum was incomparable and rolled down. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

See this scene, ye Chen's face is dignified, Mo Xueming has fallen into madness, and he now consumes 

seriously, can't stop the crazy Mo Xueming. 

 

"Is it necessary to use reincarnation..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled with cold light. He was hesitating. The sky suddenly lit up the magnificent red 

and blue colors. The supreme ferocity erupted, and the Archaean breath came out violently. 



 

"Want to hurt my master, dream!" 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang's angry roar resounds from the heaven and earth. He suddenly appears in 

front of Ye Chen and looks crazy. He carries the endless spirit of Shura. He is like the moxueming of hell. 

His eyes suddenly light up. 

 

"Dream kill!" 

 

Xiao Huang roared, and the sky was completely covered by red and blue at this moment, and the infinite 

Shura spirit on Mo Xueming disappeared. 

 

On the vast sky, only Mo Xueming is left. The figures of Ye Chen and Xiao Huang disappear, and 

Xuanyuan's ink evil disappears. There are only red and blue lights penetrating the void, carrying through 

the ages and killing and plundering from endless time. 

 

The endless red and blue light covered the heaven and earth, blooming the dazzling power of destroying 

the heaven and the earth, and attacked and killed Mo Xueming one after another. 

 

"Beyond my ability!" 

 

Mo Xueming was in a rage and roared. The furious power swept out, and the red and blue lights were 

intercepted and broken in an instant. The violent power roared and vibrated, just like the supreme one! 

 

"Boom 

 

One after another, the spirit of Shura turned into a handle of Shura swords. The Shura swords were full 

of bloody and murderous spirit, and went away in front of the red and blue light. 

 

The whole sky vibrates. The fierce sword Qi and red and blue light pierce through the void, and the 

space is broken. There is another layer of sky outside. 

 



Mo Xueming stupefied, the next moment in the eyes suddenly burst out of endless cold. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

With a roar of Mo Xueming, the majestic spirit of Shura, which destroyed the heaven and the earth, 

rolled out and swept the whole sky in an instant. The endless Shura's gasification became a huge Shura 

sword that cut through the heaven and earth like a handle and slashed wildly in the sky. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 

With a knife cut down, everything in heaven and earth is broken like a mirror, and strange pieces of 

heaven and earth fall down. 

 

Mo Xueming is shocked. He has realized that he is trapped in the fantasy created by Xiao Huang. Such a 

huge destruction has not broken the illusion. Xiaohuang's power is really strange! 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

Mo Xueming roared, his breath was rolling, and his killing intention was almost condensed into 

substance. He even waved waves between heaven and earth. 

 

The violent waves swept the four sides like the waves, and the next moment, they roared. 

 

"Click..." 

 

The sound of broken sound continued to ring through, Mo Xueming suddenly widened his eyes, and the 

illusion suddenly exploded, and the endless red and blue light overflowed and scattered. 

 

Mo Xueming escaped from the dreamland, but ye Chen and Xiao Huang were no longer in sight, and 

even Xuanyuan Mo Xie was gone. 

 



The wanshen mountain has already collapsed. Above the sky is the endless emptiness formed by the 

vanishing black awn, the blood moon butcher, and the collision of the supreme swords. The breath of 

nothingness overflows, and Mo Xueming's face is gloomy to the extreme."Get out of here!" 

 

Mo Xueming roared up to the sky and roared like crazy. The endless and terrible spirit of Shura spread to 

the whole kingdom of God. He wanted to find every inch of the land of the Kingdom and dig out Ye Chen 

and Xuanyuan Mo evil thoroughly! 

 

"Well, master, this guy is such a madman that he broke my dream so quickly." 

 

In Linglong Tianyin tower, Xiao Huang coughs up a mouthful of blood. Looking at the outside world, Mo 

Xueming can't help but say. 

 

"He is indeed a madman, and he must be eradicated!" 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, the eyes are cold, Mo Xueming's promotion is too fast, this just a few days did 

not see, unexpectedly powerful so much, obviously the heart Demon Lord to his help is not small. 

 

However, Mo Xueming knows Ye Chen's real identity and tries to kill Ye Chen to capture the supreme Qi 

of Ye Chen's reincarnation master. This is something Ye Chen can't tolerate. Today's World War I, ye 

Chen has made up his mind to kill Mo Xueming! 

 

"Boom 

 

In the outside world, the rolling spirit of Shura spreads, and the heaven and earth are trapped in a dense 

sea of blood, as if hell has come. 

 

At this time, a majestic and powerful figure suddenly soared into the sky, boundless and boundless, and 

the breath of heaven with endless great power roared through. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie's face was extremely gloomy. Looking at Mo Xueming, his body's 100000 flying swords 

were as sharp and heavy as the sky in the world. 

 



Xuanyuan moxie was swept by the impact and fell into the earth. Although he was injured, he did not 

lose his fighting power, but he chose to hide. He hoped that Mo Xueming and ye Chen could fight. He 

was a yellow sparrow behind his back. 

 

However, Xuanyuan Mo Xie didn't expect that Xiao Huang beside Ye Chen could trap Mo Xueming in the 

dreamland and let Ye Chen successfully get rid of Mo Xueming. 

 

Today, Mo Xueming is furious. He even uses the spirit of Shura to sweep the heaven and earth to find 

himself. Xuanyuan moxie knows that he can't hide. If he is found, he may even be said to be afraid of Mo 

Xueming. He might as well show up. 

 

"Jie Jie, you finally dare to come out!" 

Chapter 3530 

 

 

 

When Mo Xueming saw the appearance of Xuanyuan moxie, he immediately gave out a strange laugh. 

He watched Xuanyuan moxie stretch out his hand, and a hand of Shura was fighting in the palm. The 

endless spirit of Shura surrounded Mo Xueming, and the destruction of heaven and earth was surging 

out. 

 

"Well, I don't dare to clean up a guy like you!" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie coldly smiles, loses the person not to lose the array, even if is the benefit of the 

tongue, he also does not want to let Mo Xueming have the upper hand. 

 

"It's ridiculous. I beat him like a dog who lost his family. Even if I want to join hands with that damned 

guy, I dare to speak up!" 

 

Mo Xueming was in a rage, and immediately took action. The furious Shura Qi was surging and 

converging. It turned into a terrible Shura storm that shocked the heaven and the earth, connecting 

heaven and earth. 

 



"Shura Ming God beheads!" 

 

With Mo Xueming's palm, the wind of Shura flew into his hand, forming a huge and incomparable 

sword. 

 

Mo Xueming held up a huge sword, and endless great power broke out. The fierce intention of killing 

and the idea of supreme sword poured into the huge sword, which seemed to cut through the heaven 

and earth. 

 

"Die for me 

 

The giant sword was suddenly cut off. At this moment, the kingdom of God seemed to be cut open. A 

startling crack appeared between heaven and earth. The earth was even cut out by the incomparable 

edge of the giant sword, which spread for thousands of miles! 

 

In the face of Mo Xueming's fatal sword like destroying the heaven and the earth, Xuanyuan moxie's 

face changed greatly. This Sabre of xiuluoming God had even reached the level of supreme overlord. 

Obviously, in the battle, Mo Xueming had a deeper understanding of Ba Dao Tianshu. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie gnaws his teeth. This huge sword is invincible. It destroys the heaven and the earth. It's 

an unparalleled attack. It seems that it can cut the sun, moon and stars in two with one knife. 

 

His face was dignified, and Xuanyuan's eyes suddenly became cold and fierce. He had wanted to keep a 

hand. After killing Mo Xueming, he took Ye Chen by surprise with this move and killed Ye Chen in an 

instant. 

 

But Mo Xueming's promotion is too terrible. Xuanyuan moxie can't keep his hand any more, or he may 

not even use the card, so he will be directly killed by the crazy Mo Xueming. 

 

"Chongguang Shenxia clothes!" 

 



With a roar of Xuanyuan ink evil, Chongguang Shenxia palace turned into an endless immortal spirit, 

which revealed endless mysterious charm. The next moment, it even covered Xuanyuan moxie and 

turned into a colorful glass color, shining with bright luster. 

 

"Chongguang Shenxia clothes?" Mo Xueming's face trembled. Chongguang Shenxia palace had such an 

effect, which he had never thought of. 

 

After wearing Chongguang Shenxia clothes, Xuanyuan moxie's strength suddenly soared. The endless 

breath of heaven came down from the sky and fell on Xuanyuan moxie, which turned into a Dao Dao 

Dao rule to bless him. 

 

"This guy, there's still a backhand!" Inside the Linglong Tianyin tower, Xiaohuang can't help but be 

surprised to see this scene and says. 

 

"Xuanyuan ink evil cards continue to be strong, not a simple role." Ye Chen looks at Xuan Yuan Mo evil 

body's supernatural gauze clothes, the vision is cold, open mouth says. 

 

"But I'm afraid the two of them are going to fight to the death. When they decide, it's up to you and me 

to play." 

 

Ye Chen draws up a radian at the corner of his mouth, this yellow Finch, he has made up his mind! 

 

In the outside world, Mo Xueming looked at the Xuanyuan moxie whose breath soared. He shot in his 

eyes and said: "but even if Chongguang Shenxia palace has such a wonderful effect, you can't stop my 

Shura Ming God beheading!" 

 

"Do you think I only have Chongguang Shenxia clothes?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil Yin evil smile, "you have the help of the heart demon lord, I also have my chance!" 

 

"Heaven's blessing!" 

 



Xuanyuan moxie roared again, unexpectedly, there was an endless light of heaven from above the sky, 

and the power of heaven swept over it. The body of Xuanyuan moxie was doubled under the light of 

Tiandao. 

 

At the same time, the great way of heaven and earth was dancing, but the heaven and the earth were 

dancing wildly. 

 

"You fellow 

 

Mo Xueming is also frightened by the endless means of Xuanyuan Mo Xie. At the moment, he can't help 

but roar. 

 

Suddenly, Xuanyuan moxie's face was solemn. With a wave of his hand, Chongguang Shenxia's clothes 

overflowed with endless light and swept out along Xuanyuan's arms. 

 

The splendor of Chongguang Shenxia clothes is majestic and magnificent, with endless magical charm. It 

is like the first ray of fairy light between heaven and earth at the time of opening the sky, bright and 

vast. 

 

At the same time, the six Tiandao streamers flying behind Xuanyuan moxie also gathered in his hands, 

which broke out the great power of the heaven that destroyed the heaven and the earth. Under the 

cover of the unquestionable heavenly power, they gathered together with the immortal light flowing 

from the Xuanyuan ink evil arm. 

 

"Boom 

 

The huge sword and the Tiandao ribbon collide with each other instantaneously. The breath of the vast 

source shakes the sky. Under the air of nothingness, the Tiandao ribbon is like the myriad worlds in the 

sky, and instantly suppresses the giant sword. 

 

"Bang!" 

 



The huge sword exploded, and the fierce impact swept all directions. I don't know how many mountains 

were broken.Mo Xueming was stunned, and his heart was unbelievable. He understood the meaning of 

the supreme sword and condensed the source of Shura, the source of ghost Qi, and the source of sword. 

Unexpectedly, he was defeated by Xuanyuan's Mo evil move. How could it be! 

 

"Do you understand the gap between you and me?" Seeing Mo Xueming's dejected appearance, 

Xuanyuan's Mo Xueming suddenly laughed, and a heavenly ribbon suddenly burst out, carrying the 

magnificent and majestic breath of heaven sweeping to Mo Xueming. 

 

"Looking for death!" Mo Xueming was so angry that he didn't even dodge and killed him violently. 

 

"Boom 

 

The Qi of the endless Shura surges, and even converges into a Shura storm that destroys the heaven and 

the earth around Mo Xueming. 

 

Under the rotation of the storm, countless spaces are broken, and the air of nothingness is drawn into 

the storm. 

 

"Boom!" Unexpectedly, black thunder came out in the storm, countless thunder burst, and the earth's 

shaking resounded. 

 

The storm of Shura is mingled with black thunder, and the terrible power of destroying heaven and 

earth breaks out. Mo Xueming looks ferocious in the storm, just like the fierce ghost killed from hell, 

roaring repeatedly. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

The cold light in Xuanyuan Mo Xie's eyes flashed. Suddenly, another Tiandao ribbon flew out. The 

remaining four Tiandao streamers flew around and swept to Mo Xueming after taking a big turn. They 

actually blocked the retreat of Mo Xueming completely. They wanted to kill Mo Xueming with one blow! 

 

"Ha ha! I knew it 



 

Mo Xueming laughs again and again, and the Youxie slaying soul banner suddenly appears. 

 

"Haunted by evil spirits!" 

 

Mo Xueming roared, and countless evil spirits poured out from the ghost killing banner. When the ghost 

gas was all over the sky, all the evil spirits gathered on Mo Xueming, and the power of Mo Xueming 

suddenly rose. 

 

"That's not enough!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil mouth corner draws up a disdainful sneer, cold voice says. 

 

"What about this one?" 

 

Mo xuemingxie laughed, and suddenly a Fu Zhao came out. 

 


